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Neutralises excess alkalinity on wash goods -  Negates the need for extra rinsing to get the pH of the 
fabric to the correct level. Ensure correct conditions for 
minimal fabric damage.

Neutralise excess chlorine - Prevents fabric damage &  yellowness due to residual 
chlorine.

Contains an iron sequestrant - Prevents yellowing of fabric due to traces of iron in the 
rinse water.

Clax RR Sour Plus 6FL1-1
Liquid Neutraliser
-  Neutralises Alkalinity And Prevents Iron Precipitation
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CLAX RR SOUR PLUS is a liquid laundry sour used to neutralise remains of alkalinity & chlorine 
at the end of the total wash process. It contains an organic acid, which biodegrades easily. In 
contrast to most organic sours, CLAX RR SOUR PLUS has unique formulas that acts effectively 
against iron and manganese and also has the most potent reducing agent that neutralizes 
chlorine. Additionally, CLAX RR SOUR PLUS contains an ingredient to sequester traces of iron 
which might be present in the final rinse.

The final pH in the wash should be between 6 and 6.5.to ensure that the linen is fully 
neutralised.

Background information
CLAX RR SOUR PLUS has a good neutralising action, around pH 6.5, which is the ideal end pH for the wash goods prior 
to drying.

CLAX RR SOUR PLUS binds iron, which could be present in the souring step, thus preventing yellowing of fabric.

CLAX RR SOUR PLUS is auto-dosed through a unique automatic dosing system. The wash process is customised by the 
Diversey Technical Service Personnel to get optimal results.



Clax RR Sour Plus  6FL1.1 Use Overview

Safe handling and storage information Usage Restrictions

CLAX RR SOUR PLUS has been especially formulated for 
professional usage. Always refer to the safety data sheets 
applicable to this product. Please apply the safety rules 
as given on the product label. This product is harmful to 
the skin. Only for use with Diversey dosing equipment.

Technical data*

Appearance  transparent liquid

pH (1% solution) less than 2.0

Specific gravity@25°C 1.07 - 1.15

Description

* The above data is typical of normal production and should not be taken as a 
specification

CLAX RR SOUR PLUS in its undiluted form is relatively 
corrosive to metals and to the skin.
Do not store in metal vessels nor pump via metal tubes. 
Keep in a closed vessel / container.

1 X 25 Litre

Packaging

For More Information
Please contact your local Diversey representative.

Diversey India Pvt. Ltd.
501, 5th Floor, Ackruti Centre Point, MIDC Central Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400 093. INDIA 
Tel.: +91 22 6644 4222, Fax: +91 22 6644 4223 
Toll Free No.: 1800 209 2095 • Website: www.diversey.com

Only for professional users / specialists. The manufacturer guarantees the quality of this product. Application recommendations 
are based on tests and practical experience; the manufacturer declines all responsibility for damages from improper product use.
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